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Abstract
In this second part, we study the dynamics of the number conserving cellular automata. We
give a classi3cation which focuses on pattern divergence and chaoticity. Moreover we prove that
in the case of number-conserving cellular automata, surjectivity is equivalent to regularity. As
a byproduct we obtain a strong characterization of the class of cellular automata with bounded
evolutions on 3nite con3gurations.
c© 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Cellular automata are simple models for complex systems. They consist of a regular
lattice of cells. Each cell contains a 3nite automaton which has a state chosen from a
3nite set of states. Updates are made according to the current state and to the one of
a 3nite 3xed set of neighboring cells. All updates are synchronous.
Despite of the simplicity of their de3nition, cellular automata exhibit a wide range
of di<erent dynamical behaviors, most of which have not been fully understood yet.
Complete understanding of such behaviors seems a very di=cult, if not impossible,
task since most of the interesting behaviors are proved to be undecidable [14,8,7,13,10].
Therefore, instead of trying to solve the general classi3cation problem, one can restrain
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its investigations to meaningful subclasses with the hope of being able to solve the
problem at least on the subclass. The set of number-conserving cellular automata is
one such subclass. They are particularly useful in all scienti3c disciplines where one
should simulate systems governed by conservations law of mass or energy. The interest
in these models is emphasized by more than one hundred papers appeared since their
introduction in [22].
In Part I [11], we have given an algorithm to decide if a general CA is a NCA, and
shown that all de3nitions of NCA given in literature actually coincide. Here we try
to classify their dynamics from two points of view: pattern divergence and degree of
equicontinuity. Indeed, mastering pattern divergence is not only of primary importance
when visualizing simulations on computers; but also in better understanding of discrete
Lyapunov exponents or chaotic behavior. With equicontinuity classi3cation, we try
to explain how increasing local interaction complexity can originate global chaotic
behavior.
Constraints imposed by the number-conservation property restrict the variety of possi-
ble dynamical behaviors. According to these behaviors, 12 classes are usually de3ned.
In the number-conserving case, we prove that only 5 of them are not empty. The
e<ects of this restriction are even more apparent for surjective NCA. In fact, in this
case, Theorem 3 proves that surjective NCA are regular.
As an intermediate, but important, result, we obtain a characterization of CA with
bounded evolutions on 3nite con3gurations. Theorem 2 states that they are either ulti-
mately periodic or ultimately generalized subshifts.
The paper is structured as follows. Next section introduces all classical de3nitions
and results about CA used in the sequel, with emphasis on dynamical aspects and
their classi3cation. Section 3 begins with the introduction of an interesting formal tool,
which is used to make our proofs more intuitive: spacing enough. Ultimate behavior of
evolution is studied in Section 3.2. In Section 3.3, we discuss the important role played
by surjectivity in CA dynamics. A 3nal pruning of NCA classi3cation is given in Sec-
tion 4, together with constructions illustrating all dynamical behaviors seen previously.
We draw our conclusions in Section 5.
2. Denitions and classical results
In this section we have collected most of de3nitions and known results which will
be used in the sequel. Let us begin with some useful notations.
For E being N or Z, let E∗=E\{0}.
2.1. Cellular automata
2.1.1. Generalities
Cellular automata. Cellular automata are formally de3ned as quadruples (d; S; N; f).
The integer d is the dimension of the space the cellular automaton will work on.
S = {0; 1; : : : ; s− 1} is called the set of states. The neighborhood N =(n1; : : : ; nv) is a
v-tuple of distinct vectors of Zd. The ni’s are the relative positions of the neighbor cells
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with respect to the cell, the new state of which is being computed. The states of these
neighbors are used to compute the new state of the center cell. The local function of
the cellular automaton f : Sv → S gives the local transition rule.
Con:guration. A con:guration is an application from Zd to S. The set of all con3g-
urations is C= SZ
d
. The global function A of the cellular automaton is de3ned via f
as follows:
∀c ∈ C; ∀i ∈ Zd; A(c)(i) = f(c(i + n1); : : : ; c(i + nv)):
Quiescent state. We say that 0 is a quiescent state if f(0; 0; : : : ; 0)=0. The con3gu-
ration with all quiescent states is denoted by 0. For E being C or CF, the set E∗ is
de3ned as E\{0}.
Finite con:guration. We denote by CF the set of :nite con:gurations, i.e. those con-
3gurations that are almost everywhere equal to zero—non-zero in a 3nite number of
cells. A being a cellular automaton, AF denotes its restriction to CF.
Spatially periodic con:guration. We denote by CP the set of (spatial) periodic con:g-
urations, (i.e. con3gurations that are periodic in all dimensions of the space). A being
a cellular automaton, AP denotes its restriction to CP.
Injectivity and surjectivity. A CA is said to be injective (resp. surjective) if its global
rule is injective (resp. surjective).
The following well-known result characterizes surjectivity by means of a “local”
property.
Theorem 1 (Moore–Myhill’s theorem). Let A be a cellular automaton. Then A is
surjective if and only if AF is injective.
Proof. [20,21].
2.1.2. Number conservation
NCA are often used for the simulation of real phenomena such as highway tra=c
Now, Nuid dynamics and so on. Therefore, once we have established that our model
is a NCA (by using the decision procedures given in the 3rst part of the paper [11],
for example), it is very important to forecast as much as possible its dynamics and,
whenever possible, correlate experimental evidence (such as pattern growth) with other
interesting theoretical properties.
Denition 1 (FNC). Let A be a d-dimensional cellular automaton. A is said to be
:nite-number-conserving (FNC) i<
∀c ∈ CF;
∑
i∈Zd
c(i) =
∑
i∈Zd
A(c)(i):
In the following de3nition, the period of a spatially periodic con3guration is denoted
by the vector (c). The expression 06k¡(c), k ∈Zd means ∀i; 16i¡d; 06ki¡
(c)i where d is the dimension of the space and ki is the ith component of k.
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Denition 2 (PNC). Let A be a d-dimensional cellular automaton. A is said to be
periodic-number-conserving (PNC) i<
∀c ∈ CP;
∑
06k¡(c)
c(k) =
∑
06k¡(c)
A(c)(k):
Denition 3 (NC). Let A be a d-dimensional cellular automaton. A window is a hyper-
cube of Zd centered in 0 and determined by its size. Consider the sequence of windows
{Fn} of size 2n + 1 and denote by n(c) the sum of states in Fn of a con3guration
c∈C. Then A is said to be number-conserving (NC) i<
1. A(0)= 0;
2. ∀c∈C∗; lim supn→∞ n(A(c))n(c) = lim inf n→∞
n(A(c))
n(c)
= 1.
In [11], they prove that the de3nitions of PNC, FNC and NC are equivalent. Hence,
in the sequel, the term number conserving automaton (NCA) stands for all CA de3ned
according to any of these three de3nitions.
In the NCA case, the Moore–Myhill theorem can be strengthened:
Proposition 1. A NCA A is surjective i> AF is bijective.
Proof. For the direct implication, remark that if A is surjective, every 3nite con3g-
uration has a pre-image. The FNC condition grants that this pre-image is 3nite. The
converse is given by the Moore–Myhill theorem.
2.1.3. Useful notations in dimension 1
For the sake of simplicity, we will study cellular automata in dimension d=1. The
generalization of results to higher dimensions is straightforward for most of them;
results in Section 3.2.3 require deeper adaptations although no new idea is needed.
Extremities m and M . Given c∈C∗F , let m(c)= min{i∈Z | c(i) 
=0} and M (c)= max
{i∈Z | c(i) 
=0}.
Length of a :nite con:guration. For any 3nite con3guration c, let ‘(c)=M (c)−m(c).
Remark that in the sequel, with some abuse of notation, we will use ‘(w) to denote
the length of a 3nite word w.
From a :nite con:guration to a :nite word. S? being the set of 3nite words on S,
for any 3nite con3guration c, de3ne wc ∈ S? as wc= c(m(c))c(m(c) + 1) : : : c(M (c)).
From a :nite word to a periodic con:guration. For any word w=w0w1 : : : wn−1, let
w be the spatial periodic con3guration de3ned by ∀i∈Z; (w)i =wimod n.
2.2. Dynamics
We are interested in the study of dynamical systems in symbolic spaces. For this
reason, C is endowed with the product topology (also called Cantor topology) of a
countable product of discrete spaces on S. It is easy to see that the following metric
induces such a product topology on C.
Metric. The metric d on C is de3ned by ∀x; y∈C,
1. d(x; y)= 0 if x=y;
2. d(x; y)= 2−n if x 
=y, where n= inf{i¿0; x(i) 
=y(i) or x(−i) 
=y(−i)} is the
smallest absolute coordinate where x and y di<er.
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Cylinder. For w∈ S? and i∈Z, the sets
[w]i = {x ∈ C | ∀j; 06 j ¡ ‘(w); x(i + j) = wj}
are called cylinders and form a basis for the product topology on C. Roughly speaking,
[w]i is the set of all con3gurations which contain w starting at coordinate i. For any
3nite con3guration x, we call [wx]m(x) the cylinder induced by x.
Remark that when C is equipped with d, then the induced topology is called Cantor
topology. It is well known that the Cantor topology is compact, perfect and totally
disconnected.
2.2.1. Basic properties
Properties like sensitivity, expansivity, transitivity and regularity are often used as
basic components of chaotic behavior. For example, Devaney, in a popular book [9],
de3nes as chaotic all systems that are transitive, regular and sensitive to initial condi-
tions. The de3nitions relative to dynamical systems are well known in the general case.
We present them adapted to the model of CA. In all the following de3nitions, we will
assume that the structure (C; A) consists of a metric space C (the set of all con3gu-
rations) and a continuous self-map A (the global function of the cellular automaton).
At denotes the t-fold composition of A with itself.
Equicontinuity. A con3guration x is an equicontinuity point for A if for any ¿0 there
exists ¿0 such that for any y∈C, d(x; y)6 implies that for all t ∈N, d(At(x);
At(y))¡.
Remark that when C is compact, A is equicontinuous if and only if all con3gurations
are equicontinuity points.
Sensitivity to initial conditions. A CA A is sensitive to initial conditions if there exists
¿0 such that for any x∈C and any ¿0, there exists y∈C such that d(x; y)¡
implies that there exists t ∈N such that d(At(x); At(y))¿.
C being perfect, A has no equicontinuity points i< it is sensitive to initial conditions.
Expansivity. A is expansive if there exists ¿0 such that for any x; y∈C, d(x; y)¿0
implies that ∃t ∈N such that d(At(x); At(y))¿. Roughly speaking, A is expansive
if there exists a distance that is passed by during the evolution of any two di<erent
con3gurations.
Transitivity. If for any pair of non-empty open sets of con3gurations X; Y there exists
t ∈N such that At(X )∩Y 
= ∅ then A is transitive. Remark that, in order to prove the
transitivity of a cellular automaton, it su=ces to prove the property on cylinder sets.
Periodicity. A con3guration x is called ultimately periodic if there exist t0; p∈N
(p¿0) such that At0+kp+i(x)=At0+i(x) for k; i∈N. The minimal t0; p with such a
property are called, respectively, the preperiod and the period of x. If t0 = 0 then x is
called periodic.
Regularity. A is regular if periodic con3gurations are dense in C. Note that regular
systems are necessarily surjective.
Shift. The shift map " is often used as a paradigmatic example of chaotic symbolic
system. It is de3ned as ∀c∈C; ∀i∈Z; "(c)(i)= c(i+ 1). Note that cellular automata
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are exactly those continuous maps from C to C that commute with the shift (i.e.
A ◦ "= " ◦ A) [12].
Remark that ∀x∈C∗F ; ∀k ∈Z∗; m("k(x))=m(x) − k (the same holds if we put M
in place of m).
2.2.2. Classi:cation of CA dynamical behavior
In spite of their very simple de3nition, cellular automata may have complex dy-
namical behavior (see for example [24]). The classi3cation of these dynamical be-
haviors, known as the classi:cation problem, is one of the oldest, hardest and for
this reason, fascinating open problem in cellular automata theory. During the years
many authors proposed solutions, which were only partial because of their undecid-
ability. Each classi3cation focuses on a particular aspect of cellular automata theory.
For example, if one is interested in simulations of real life phenomena like car traf-
3c (e.g. using number-conserving cellular automata), the study of dynamics on 3nite
patterns deserves a particular importance. In this context a well-known classi3cation
of cellular automata with quiescent state is given in [3,4]. In these papers, cellular au-
tomata are classi3ed according to their pattern divergence. Three classes of behavior are
de3ned:
C1: (vanishing) ∀c∈CF; limt→∞ ‘(At(c))= 0;
C2: (bounded) ∀c∈CF; supt∈N ‘(At(c))¡∞;
C3: (growing) ∃c∈CF; supt∈N ‘(At(c))=∞.
This classi3cation is especially pertinent for NCA since in these models 0 is neces-
sarily a quiescent state.
In the study of chaotic behavior one often 3nds that complex behavior is gener-
ated from “simple” local interactions. Again, using the metaphor of car tra=c, tra=c-
jams and their consequences are generated by a “bad” interaction of a relatively small
number of cars. In [16], KPurka proposed a classi3cation based on local behavior
of cellular automata and increasing degrees of chaos. KPurka devised the following
classes:
K1: equicontinuous cellular automata;
K2: cellular automata with equicontinuity points but not equicontinuous;
K3: cellular automata sensitive to initial conditions but not expansive;
K4: expansive cellular automata.
KPurka’s classes are de3ned by properties on the set of all con3gurations. Using
Proposition 2, one can express the properties de3ning some of KPurka’s classes in terms
of behavior on 3nite patterns. This will be useful when comparing KPurka’s classes with
pattern growth classi3cation.
Proposition 2 (Knudsen [15]). Let A be a cellular automaton. Then AF is transitive
(resp. sensitive to initial conditions) i> A is transitive (resp. sensitive to initial con-
ditions).
A similar result holds if in Proposition 2 we consider the set of spatial periodic
con3gurations instead of 3nite con3gurations.
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The following lemma links properties of the evolution of A with set properties of
the maps AF and AP.
Lemma 1. Consider a transitive cellular automaton A. Then AF is bijective and AP is
surjective.
Proof. It is well known that transitivity implies surjectivity. By Moore–Myhill theorem,
this last property implies that AF is injective. By Proposition 2, transitivity of A implies
that of AF, which implies the surjectivity of AF. Hence AF is bijective.
Finally, transitive cellular automata are, a fortiori, transitive over AP and hence AP
is surjective.
3. New classication results
3.1. Spacing enough
In this section we introduce a useful formal tool which shall make smarter and
clearer most of the remaining proofs.
Denition 4 (Spaced enough). Consider a CA A and three 3nite con3gurations c; x; y.
We say that the couple (x; y) is spaced enough in c i< ∀t ∈N; ∃kt ∈N : wAt(c) =
wAt(x)0ktwAt(y).
In the following, we may sometimes use an extended version of this de3nition: no
more on a couple, but on any tuple of 3nite con3gurations, or even on any countably
in3nite number of 3nite con3gurations (in this latter case, of course, c will be in3nite).
Lemma 2. Consider a CA A and two :nite con:gurations x; y. There exists a :nite
con:guration c in which (x; y) is spaced enough i> ∃∈N; ∀t¿0; M (At(x)) −
m(At(y))6 (Fig. 1).
Proof. Let c be a con3guration in which (x; y) is spaced enough. By De3nition 4, for
any t ∈N, ‘(At(x)) + ‘(At(y))6‘(At(c)). Now M (At(c))=M (At(y)) +M (c)−M (y)
and m(At(c))=m(At(x))+m(c)−m(x). Substituting these values in previous inequality
gives: M (At(x)) − m(At(x)) + M (At(y)) − m(At(y))6M (At(y)) + M (c) − M (y) −
m(At(x))−m(c)+m(x), which simpli3es in: M (At(x))−m(At(y))6‘(c)+m(x)−M (y).
Hence, it su=ces to choose = |‘(c) + m(x)−M (y)|.
For the converse, construct c as in De3nition 4 with k0 = max(; 2r + 1).
Lemma 3. Consider a CA A in class C2. For any :nite con:guration c, the sequence
of words (wAt(c))t∈N is ultimately periodic.
Proof. Since A∈C2, there exists L∈N such that ∀t ∈N; ‘(wAt(c))¡L.
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Fig. 1. x and y are spaced enough in c (cf. De3nition 4). Then, by Lemma 2, the di<erence between
M (At(x)) and m(At(y)) is bounded by a certain positive constant .
Lemma 4. Consider a CA A∈C2 and two :nite con:gurations x; y. Let ∀t ∈N;
ut =M (At(x))− m(At(y)). The sequence of (ut)t∈N is ultimately periodic.
Proof. According to Lemma 3, the sequences (wAt(x))t∈N and (wAt(y))t∈N are both
ultimately periodic. Denote by t0 and p, the maximum of their preperiods and the
product of their periods, respectively. The only thing we can say at present is: for any
i; n∈N, ut0+np+i−ut0+(n+1)p+i remains constant. We are going to prove by contradiction
that it equals to 0, and hence (ut)t∈N is ultimately periodic.
Suppose that ut0¿ut0+p¿ut0+2p¿ · · ·, and then (ut)t∈N→−∞. That means that
∃∈N : ∀t¿0; ut6. Then, by Lemma 2, there exists c in which (x; y) is spaced
enough and ‘(At(c))=M (At(y))−m(At(x))+k, where k is a certain constant (precisely
M (c)−m(c)−M (y)+m(x)). Now M (At(y))¿m(At(y)) and −m(At(x))¿−M (At(x)).
Then ‘(At(c))¿m(At(y)) −M (At(x)) + k =−ut + k, which tends towards +∞. This
contradicts the fact that A belongs to C2.
The other case, i.e. (ut)t∈N→+∞, is similar except that ‘(At(c)) now equals to
ut + k, leading directly to the conclusion.
Proposition 3. Consider a CA A. Then A∈C2 i> for any x; y∈CF, there exists c∈CF
such that (x; y) is spaced enough in c.
Proof. By Lemma 4, for any x; y∈CF, the sequence (M (At(x)) − m(At(y)))t∈N is
ultimately periodic. Since A∈C2, there exists ∈N : ∀t¿0; M (At(x))−m(At(y))6.
Then, by Lemma 2, there exists c such that (x; y) is spaced enough in c.
On the other hand, let x; y∈CF and suppose that there exist two con3gurations
c and c′ in which (x; y) and (y; x) (respectively) are spaced enough. By Lemma 2,
∃; ′ ∈N : ∀t¿0; M (At(x))−m(At(y))6 and M (At(y))−m(At(x))6′. So we have
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M (At(x))−m(At(x))+M (At(y))−m(At(y))6+′. Hence ∃; ′ ∈N : ∀t¿0; ‘(At(x))
+ ‘(At(y))6 + ′, which implies A∈C2.
3.2. Ultimate behaviors
3.2.1. Preliminaries: generalized subshifts
Generalized shift behavior was introduced in [19] in the attempt of giving a model
“in which complexity in 3nite-dimensional systems can be discussed in a precise man-
ner”. Here we have a fairly weaker adaptation to CA of such a model that is called
generalized subshift. Roughly speaking, we study models which behave like “a kind
of shift” on some (preferably large) invariant set of con3gurations.
The following de3nition is essentially taken from [6].
Denition 5. A cellular automaton (1; S; N; f) is said to be a generalized subshift on
the set U ⊆C i<
1. U is non-trivial, i.e. U 
= {0};
2. U is A-positively invariant, i.e. A(U )⊆U ;
3. there exist mappings T :C→N∗ and T ′ :C→Z∗ such that ∀c∈U , AT (c)(c)=
"T
′(c)(c).
Proposition 4 presents peculiar properties of the shifting behavior of generalized sub-
shifts on CF. Roughly speaking, the proposition states that in generalized shifts all
3nite patterns move in the same direction with identical speed.
Proposition 4. Consider A a generalized subshift on CF and let T; T ′ as in De:nition 5.
Then ∀x; y∈CF, T (x)=T (y) and T ′(x)=T ′(y).
Proof. By contradiction, suppose that ∃x; y∈CF such that T (x)=T (y) and T ′(y)¿
T ′(x)¿0 (that is, x and y shift to the right, y going farther). By Proposition 3,
we can construct a 3nite con3guration c in which (x; y) is spaced enough. Then
supt→∞ ‘(A
t(w))=+∞. Hence, there exist no t ∈N∗, t′ ∈Z∗ such that At(c)= "t′(c).
The other cases are proved in a similar way.
3.2.2. Partitioning C2 along ultimate behaviors
Denition 6 (Limit sets * and *F). Let A be a cellular automaton. *=
⋂
t∈N A
t(C)
(resp., *F =
⋂
t∈N A
t(CF)) is called the limit set of A (resp., AF).
* (resp. *F) can be viewed as the set of con3gurations (resp., 3nite con3gu-
rations) which have an in3nite number of predecessors (resp., predecessors of 3nite
type).
It is well known that * is compact, non-empty and the maximal (w.r.t. set inclusion)
invariant set. One can easily see that for any cellular automaton, this set is non-
empty (since it should contain at least one homogeneous con3guration) and it is even
countably in3nite if it contains two distinct con3gurations. The following proposition
gives a straightforward proof of the latter claim, simply to show that both * and *F
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contain an in3nite set of con3gurations that are almost independent of the considered
NCA.
Proposition 5. For any NCA A, * is an uncountable set while the cardinality of *F
is countably in:nite.
Proof. For any con3guration x∈{0; 1}Z, build the con3guration
cx = : : : ax−m : : : ax−1ax0ax1 : : : axm : : : ;
where for all i∈Z, axi =02r+1x(i)02r+1 (a su=ciently big segment containing at most
one 1 symbol in the middle). In other words, we split x in such a way that A behaves
like the identity or a shift on cx (by the fact that A is a NCA).
Note that cx ∈*. If x∈CF ∩{0; 1}Z then cx ∈*F. It is easy to see that, for
x; y∈{0; 1}Z, x 
=y if and only if cx 
= cy. Hence * and *F are in3nite sets. Moreover,
* is an uncountable set and *F is countably in3nite.
A cellular automaton may reach a con3guration from which it behaves like a periodic
CA or a generalized subshift.
Denition 7. A CA A is said to be ultimately periodic (resp., an ultimately generalized
subshift) on U ⊆ C if A is periodic (resp., a generalized subshift) on U and for all
x∈C, there exists tx ∈N such that Atx(x)∈U .
Proposition 6. Consider a CA A in class C2. Then A is either ultimately periodic on
*F or an ultimately generalized subshift on *F.
Proof. Let c be a 3nite con3guration. By Lemma 3, the sequence (wAt(c))t∈N is
ultimately periodic, and then c is ultimately periodic or ultimately shifted by A. Now
we are going to show that A behaves in the same way on all 3nite con3gurations.
Let x and y two 3nite con3gurations. Suppose that x is ultimately periodic and y is
ultimately shifted to the right by A (the other cases, i.e. two shifting con3gurations of
di<erent speeds, are treated in a similar way). By Proposition 3, there exists a 3nite
con3guration c in which (x; y) are spaced enough. Then ‘(At(c))→ +∞, which con-
tradicts the fact that A belongs to C2. Proposition 5 guarantees that *F is non-trivial,
and hence, A is either ultimately periodic on *F or an ultimately generalized subshift
on *F.
3.2.3. Partitioning C2 along the presence of equicontinuity points
The notion of blocking word is fundamental for characterizing cellular automata
dynamics in the presence of equicontinuity points as we can see in Proposition 7. It
will also be crucial in the proof of Lemma 5.
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Denition 8 (Blocking word). A word V ∈ S? is called a blocking word if there exists
an in3nite sequence of words (vt)t∈N such that
1. for any t ∈N, ‘(vt) is 3nite, odd and greater or equal to r;
2. for any c∈ [V ]−(‘(V )−1)=2 and any t ∈N, At(c)∈ [vt]−(‘(vt)−1)=2.
In other words V partitions the evolution diagram of A in two completely discon-
nected parts: perturbations made in one part are completely “blocked” by V .
Proposition 7 (Blanchard and Tisseur [1]). Any equicontinuity point has an occur-
rence of a blocking word. Conversely, if there exist blocking words, then any point
with in:nitely many occurrences of a blocking word to the left and to the right (of
0) is an equicontinuity point.
Lemma 5. Consider a CA A∈C2 having equicontinuity points (i.e. belonging to
K1 ∪K2). Then A is ultimately periodic.
Proof. Since A∈K1 ∪K2, by Proposition 7, there exists a blocking word V . Let
x= : : : 0W0 : : : : By de3nition, for any t ∈N, m(At(x))¡0. Suppose that there exists
a 3nite con3guration y on which A is not ultimately periodic. Then, by Proposition 6,
A is an ultimately generalized subshift. Without loss of generality, we can suppose
that supt→∞M (A
t(y))= + ∞. By Proposition 3, construct a 3nite con3guration c
with (x; y) spaced enough such that m(c)=m(x). Then supt∈N ‘(A
t(c))=+∞, which
contradicts the fact that A∈C2. Hence A is ultimately periodic.
Lemma 6. Consider a CA A∈C2 without equicontinuity points (i.e. belonging to
K3 ∪K4). Then A is an ultimately generalized subshift on *F.
Proof. By contradiction, assume that A is not an ultimately generalized subshift on
*F. Then, by Proposition 6, A is ultimately periodic on *F. Let ¿0. Let x and y two
3nite con3gurations with m(x)= 0. Build c∈CF satisfying the following conditions:
1. (x; y) is spaced enough in c (by Proposition 3),
2. m(c)=m(x),
3. d(x; c)¡ · 2−maxt∈N{‘(At(y))} (roughly speaking, this multiplier ensures that y in c
evolves to the right of the position corresponding to ).
Hence, ∀t ∈N; d(At(x); At(c))¡ and then x is an equicontinuity point, contradicting
A∈K3 ∪K4.
Proposition 8. There are no expansive CA in class C2, i.e. C2 ∩K4 = ∅.
Proof. Consider an expansive CA A. Let = 12n be the expansivity constant. By con-
tradiction assume that A∈C2. Lemma 6 constrains A to be an ultimately generalized
subshift on *F. Suppose it ultimately shifts to the left (the other case can be proved in a
similar manner), and let c∈C∗F such that inf t∈N m(At(c))¿n. Then d(At(c); At(0))¡
for all t ∈N.
Propositions 6, 8 and Lemmas 5, 6 are resumed in the following result.
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Theorem 2. Consider a CA A in class C2. It satis:es exactly one of the following
conditions:
1. A is ultimately periodic on *F and belongs to K1 ∪K2.
2. A is an ultimately generalized subshift on *F and belongs to K3.
3.3. Surjectivity
3.3.1. Cases where surjectivity is equivalent to regularity
Proposition 9. Consider a surjective CA A in class C2. Then A is either periodic or
a generalized subshift on CF.
Proof. By Proposition 6 we have already that the property is ultimately true. By
Moore–Myhill’s theorem, AF is injective, and hence bijective. Then the property is
globally true.
Lemma 7. Consider a CA A in class C2. If A is periodic on CF, then A is regular.
Proof. Any con3guration of the dense set CF is periodic by A.
Lemma 8. Consider a CA A in class C2. If A is a generalized subshift on CF, then
A is regular.
Proof. Since CF is dense in C, for any con3guration x∈C, there exists a sequence
(xi)i∈N⊆CF such that limi→∞ xi = x. For any xi, build a spatial periodic con3guration
yi =0kxi such that ∀j; m(xi)6j6M (xi); yi(j)= xi(j) and any couple of consecutive
xi’s is spaced enough (by Proposition 3). Clearly yi is periodic for A. The fact that
limi→∞ yi = x closes the proof.
Since regularity implies surjectivity, by Proposition 9, Lemmas 7 and 8, we have
following interesting characterization of class C2.
Proposition 10. In class C2, surjectivity is equivalent to regularity.
Theorem 3. Surjective NCA are regular.
Proof. Consider a surjective NCA A. We claim that there is at least one periodic point
in every cylinder. Each one can be considered as induced by a 3nite con3guration c. Let
n=
∑M (c)
i=m(c) c(i) be the “sum” of c. In the following we are interested in the existence
of “holes” made of r consecutive symbols 0. Build the spatial periodic con3guration
Rc=0lwc where l is chosen in such a way that for any t1; t2¿0, At1 ( Rc) and At2 ( Rc) have
at least one hole in the same position. One can verify that it is su=cient to take
l=2nr + r (since the longest 3nite con3guration including 2n symbols 1 but no such
a hole, i.e. : : : 0010r−110r−1 : : : 10r−1100 : : :, has a length of 2nr − r + 1).
Then Rc is an ultimately periodic point with preperiod t0 and period p. We claim that
it is a periodic point. By contradiction, assume t0¿0. Now let us delimit two holes
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Fig. 2. An example of evolution of the word between two holes in the construction used in Theorem 3.
between which we can reason like in the 3nite case. By the NC property, during
the evolution of Rc, there exists a hole in any segment of length l + ‘(c). Moreover,
any two distinct con3gurations have a common hole. Formally, ∀t1; t2¿0;∃h; m(c) −
l6h6M (c) : ∀i; 06i¡r; (At1 ( Rc))(h + i)= (At2 ( Rc))(h + i)= 0. The two distinct 3nite
con3gurations : : : 00(At0−1( Rc))(h) : : : (At0−1( Rc))(h+‘(c))00 : : : and : : : 00(At0−1+p( Rc))(h)
: : : (At0−1+p( Rc))(h+‘(c))00 : : : have the same image under A. Hence AF is not injective,
and then, by Moore–Myhill theorem, A is not surjective (Fig. 2).
For the opposite implication just remark that regularity necessarily implies
surjectivity.
Remark that the above result holds both for surjective NCA in C2 and in C3, although
the C2 case is already a consequence of Proposition 10.
3.3.2. Case where surjectivity is equivalent to transitivity
Lemma 9. Consider a CA A in class C2. If A is a generalized subshift on CF, then
A is transitive.
Proof. Suppose without loss of generality that A is a generalized subshift to the left on
CF. Let x and y be two arbitrary 3nite con3gurations. They induce two cylinder sets,
namely [wx]m(x) and [wy]m(y). Construct a 3nite con3guration c satisfying the following
conditions:
1. (x; y) is spaced enough in c (by Proposition 3),
2. m(c)=m(x),
3. M (c)=M (y) + n, where n is a multiple of ‘(T ′).
The second condition means that c∈ [wx]m(x), and the last one that ∃t¿0 : At(c)∈
[wy]m(y). By Proposition 2, A is transitive.
It is well known that transitive CA cannot be periodic. Then, by Proposition 9 and
Lemma 9, we have:
Proposition 11. Consider a surjective CA A in class C2. Then A is transitive i> it is
a generalized subshift on CF.
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Since transitivity implies surjectivity, we have also:
Corollary 1. For generalized subshifts on CF in class C2, surjectivity is equivalent to
transitivity.
4. Is there any NCA in this class?
4.1. Some classes are empty
Proposition 12. There are no CA in class K1 ∩C3.
Proof. Let A be a cellular automaton in C3. For any ¿0, there exists c∈CF such that
m(c)¿0, d(0; c)¡ and supt∈N ‘(A
t(c))=∞. Assume that inf t∈N m(At(c))=
−∞ (the case where supt∈NM (At(c))=+∞ is similar). There exists t such that
m(At(c))¡0. Let c′= "m(A
t(c))(c) (c′ is obtained by shifting c to the right). Then,
d(0; c′)6d(0; c)¡. Moreover, m(At(c′))= 0 and so d(At(0); At(c′))¿1. Hence 0 is
not an equicontinuity point.
Proposition 13. There are no NCA in class C1.
Proof. Convergence to 0 is obviously incompatible with number conservation.
Proposition 14. There are no expansive NCA, i.e. no NCA is in class K4.
Proof. The proof of Proposition 8 still applies here by taking c= : : : 00100 : : : as a
counter-example.
For dimensions greater than 1, this is a consequence of the well-known result of
Shereshevsky [23].
4.2. Other classes are non-empty
This subsection proposes several examples which illustrate representative behaviors
in each class. Some of the proofs in the examples might seem pedantic and tedious.
Nevertheless they are there just to show the proof technique which is necessary in
most of the particular cases that are not captured in the previous sections.
Example 1 (Class K1 ∩C2 is not empty). The identity CA is a trivial example of an
injective (and thus surjective) NCA in this class. Let us see a non-surjective example.
Consider the NCA A with local rule f on the alphabet S = {0; 1; 2}:
(x; y; z) ba∗ ∗22 2a∗ ∗21 ∗20 20∗
f(x; y; z) a 2 1 2 1 1
where a; b∈{0; 1}. This rule behaves like the identity on con3gurations made of 0 and
1; a symbol 2 splits in a block 11 if it can (i.e. it has a 0 on its right-hand side). In
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this way any con3guration evolves to a 3xed point in one step. It is easy to see that
any such 3xed point is an equicontinuity point too. This proves that A∈K1. Finally,
note that any 3nite con3guration c either does not grow in length or it grows of at
most of 1 (when there is a 2 at M (c)) and then A∈C2. A is not surjective since the
two following 3nite con3gurations: : : : 02000 : : : and : : : 01100 : : : have the same image.
Example 2 (Class K3 ∩C2 is not empty). Consider the NCA A with the following
local rule f on the alphabet S = {0; 1}:
(x; y; z) 000 001 010 011 100 101 110 111
f(x; y; z) 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1
Rule f is called “rule 184” in [2] and it is often given as an elementary example of
car tra=c modeling: symbols 1’s are cars moving on a highway (0’s). When a 1 3nds
a 0 on its right (that is a free path on the highway) it moves one cell to the right. If
the cell is not free then it waits (Fig. 3).
Golden mean subshift: a :nite version. Let U be the set of con3gurations which does
not contain 11 as a subword. U is known in literature as the “golden mean subshift”
(see [17] for more insights on U ). Here we consider the “3nite” version of U , i.e.
UF =U ∩CF. Clearly UF is countably in3nite. Remark that f “behaves” like "−1 on
UF. In fact, for any w in {000; 001; 010; 100; 101}; f(w)= "−1(w). Since "−1(UF)=UF
and A(UF)= "−1(UF) it holds that UF⊆*F.
A is an ultimately generalized subshift on UF. For any word w=w0 : : : wk , let
nw =
∑k
i=0 wi. Now we will prove that for all 3nite con3gurations c there exists t¿0
such that At(c)∈UF. The claim is true for c=0. Now assume that ‘(wc)¿1. The word
wc can be decomposed into
(
wc
*
wc, where
*
wc is the golden su=x (i.e. the maximal su=x
of wc not containing 11 and beginning with a 0), and
(
wc is the remaining part. If
(
wc
is the empty word then the claim is proved. On the other hand, assume that ‘(
(
wc)¿0.
Then ‘(
(
wc)¿2 since, by construction, it has to contain the block 11 as a su=x. At
next step last 1 of
(
wc disappears from
(
wA(c) (therefore n(wA(c)
¡n(wc) and
*
wA(c) acquires
Fig. 3. Elementary rule 184, a symbol 1 passes from the pre3x to the golden su=x. See Example 2.
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a block 01 as a su=x (see Fig. 2). Iterate the same argument on At(c) until
(
wAt(c) is
the empty word. Clearly such a t exists since n(wc is 3nite. (Remark that t6‘(wc).)
Finally, by Proposition 5, *F is non-trivial and, hence, A is a generalized subshift on
UF. Moreover, by Theorem 2 and Proposition 14, A∈K3.
Example 3 (Class K2 ∩C2 is not empty). Consider the NCA A with the following
local rule f on S = {0; 1; 2}:
(x; y; z) ∗2b 21∗ a1∗ ∗20 ∗0∗
f(x; y; z) b 2 1 2 0
where a∈{0; 1} and b∈{1; 2}. The last column indicates that 0 is a blocking word.
Therefore, by Proposition 7, 0 is an equicontinuity point. On the other hand, 1 is not
an equicontinuity point. We may conclude that A∈K2. Again, since 0 is a blocking
word, A∈C2. Note that AF is neither injective nor surjective. In fact, the con3gurations
: : : 0210 : : : and : : : 0120 : : : have the same image by A. By Moore–Myhill theorem, A
is not surjective.
Example 4 (Class K2 ∩C3 is not empty). Consider the NCA A with the following
local rule f on S = {0; 1; 2}:
(x; y; z) ∗2∗ ∗1a ∗12 a0∗ 20∗
f(x; y; z) 2 a 1 a 0
where a∈{0; 1}. The 3rst column indicates that 2 is a blocking word. It is easy to
see that A belongs to C3, take for example the initial con3guration: : : : 0210 : : : where
symbol 1 goes to the right, while 2 stays in place. Moreover, by Proposition 7, the
existence of a blocking word implies that there exists an equicontinuity point. It is
easy to see that 0 is not an equicontinuity point. Then, A is not equicontinuous, i.e. it
belongs to K2. Hence, A∈K2 ∩C3. Moreover, remark that, by Moore–Myhill theorem,
A is not surjective and hence not regular.
Example 5 (Class K3 ∩C3, a non-surjective rule). Consider the NCA A with the fol-
lowing local rule f on S = {0; 1; 2} (Fig. 4):
(x; y; 0; z; t) ∗a00∗ ∗a01∗ ∗002∗ ∗102∗ ∗202∗
f(x; y; 0; z; t) amod 2 amod 2 2 0 2
where a∈ S, and
(x; y; 1; z; t) ∗∗100 ∗∗101 ∗∗102 ∗∗11∗ ∗∗12∗
f(x; y; 1; z; t) 0 0 2 1 2
and 3nally
(x; y; 2; z; t) 002∗∗ 102∗∗ 202∗∗ ∗12∗∗ ∗22∗∗
f(x; y; 2; z; t) 0 1 0 1 2
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Fig. 4. Space–time diagrams (time goes downward) for the elementary rule 184 starting with: (a) a random
con3guration; (b) a random 3nite con3guration; (c) a 3nite con3guration containing a block cell in state 1;
(d) a 3nite con3guration belonging to *F.
Note that A has been chosen in such a way that its restriction to con3gurations on
the alphabet {0; 1} coincides with elementary rule 184 of Example 2: hence, it is not
surjective.
Symbols 1’s and 2’s propagate in opposite directions and hence A∈C3. Normally
type 2 symbols propagate at speed 1 to the left (one unit displacement per time unit).
Sometimes they stop momentarily when they encounter a 1 like in 12; in a sense
type 1’s symbols have priority over 2’s. We are going to prove that A is sensi-
tive to initial conditions. For any 3nite con3guration c, build a con3guration c′ in
the following way: c′ is identical to c except on an arbitrary small negative coordi-
nate less than m(c), where we place a symbol 1. In terms of distance, this means
that c′ is as near to c as you want. At a certain time t0, this symbol 1 arrives
on the 0 coordinate: since all the 1 symbols propagate at speed 1 to the right, all
those of c are already on positive coordinates. Then, At(c) di<ers from At(c′) on
0: d(At0 (c); At0 (c′))¿1. By Proposition 2, we have that A is sensitive to initial condi-
tions (Fig. 5).
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Fig. 5. Evolution of CA described in Example 3, with symbols “ ”, “ ”, “+” representing states 0, 1, 2,
respectively. Remark how 2s go to the right until they met a 0.
Example 6 (K3 ∩C3, a surjective rule). Consider a system which describes the inter-
action of two particles (denoted by 1 and 2) in a neutral media (symbols 0). Particles
of type 1 move left to right while type 2 move in the opposite direction. A symbol 3
denotes the presence of a particle of type 2 and one of type 1 on the same site. These
elementary rules are formalized by the following local rule:
(x; y; z) 0∗a 1∗a 2∗a 3∗a
f(x; y; z) 0 1 0 1
where a∈{0; 1}, and
(x; y; z) 0∗b 1∗b 2∗b 3∗b
f(x; y; z) 2 3 2 3
where b∈{2; 3}. Remark that this rule is in fact the Cartesian product of a full left
shift and a full right shift on {0; 1}. This fact implies that the system is topologically
mixing and hence transitive. Finally, note that this system is not expansive since it
coincides with the shift map when restricted to {0; 1}Z (Figs. 6–9).
As a trivial consequence of Example 6 one remarks that, for CA in class C3 ∩K4,
expansivity is not equivalent to surjectivity.
Table 1 connects non-emptyness of classes of NCA with the propositions or exam-
ples illustrating it. Finally, Fig. 4 shows a map of the world of NCA.
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Fig. 6. Evolution of CA described in Example 4, with symbols “ ”, “ ”, “+” representing states 0, 1, 2,
respectively. Here, 1s behave as in Example 2, i.e. they shift right, while 2s are walls.
Fig. 7. Evolution of CA described in Example 5, with symbols “ ”, “ ”, “+” representing states 0, 1, 2,
respectively. Remark how 1s and 2s separate over iterations.
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Fig. 8. Evolution of CA described in Example 6, with symbols “ ”, “ ”, “+”, “::” representing states 0, 1,
2, 3, respectively. Remark how 1s and 2s separate over iterations.
Fig. 9. The world of NCA. Horizontal stripes represent KPurka classes, while the arc curve separates the two
possible di<erent pattern growths. The circular “continent” corresponds to surjective rules.
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Table 1
NCA in KPurka’s and pattern growth classi3cations
C1 C2 C3
K1 ∅ (Proposition 13) Example 1 ∅ (Proposition 12)
K2 ∅ (Proposition 13) Example 3 Example 4
K3 ∅ (Proposition 13) Example 2 Examples 5 and 6
K4 ∅ (Proposition 14) ∅ (Proposition 14) ∅ (Proposition 14)
5. Conclusions and open problems
Strong constraints imposed by number-conservation simplify the study of asymptotic
evolutions. Results can be conveniently interpreted in terms of particles system. Class
(K1 ∪K2)∩C2 is composed by systems with “non-moving” particles. In class K3 ∩C2
we 3nd systems in which particles move along only one direction with identical speed
(of course speed may vary from system to system). Class K2 ∩C3 shows a great variety
of particles behavior allowing particles going in di<erent directions (possibly opposite),
di<erent propagating speed, blocking and elastic collisions. Finally, systems in class
K3 ∩C3 have the same properties as those in class K2 ∩C3 but with non-blocking
collisions.
Although some aspects have been understood there are still many interesting open
problems that we think are worth further study.
Theorem 3 proves that, in the case of NCA, surjectivity is equivalent to denseness
of periodic points; is it the same for the general case? Besides the already cited case of
systems with equicontinuity points (see Proposition 7), the only other known example
for which such an equivalence holds is given by the class of additive CA (see [5]),
but this holds only in dimension 1 and it is still open for higher dimensions.
The answer to such a question is very important since in the most popular de3ni-
tions of deterministic chaotic behavior denseness of periodic orbits is taken as a basic
component and at the same time surjectivity is often a necessary property.
Fig. 4 resumes the “world” of NCA with focus on surjectivity. Theoretically, by
Proposition 7, one knows that surjective NCA in K2 ∩ (C2 ∪C3) are regular, but is
there any surjective NCA in this class? Along the same line of thoughts, is the identity
the unique surjective NCA in class K1 ∩C2?
Theorem 2 characterizes the dynamics of non-surjective CA in K3 ∩C2, partitioning
it into two subclasses according to if they are ultimately generalized subshifts or not.
It would be interesting to 3nd tight bounds on the speed of convergence to the limit
set. In this case the limit seems to have a simpler structure, we wonder if it can be
described as a disjoint union of irreducible subshifts of 3nite type. This would mean
that they are a sub-automaton, in the sense of Mazoyer and Rapaport [18], of several
other CA. It would also be interesting to 3gure out at which level they are in the
algebraic classi3cation of CA proposed by Mazoyer and Rapaport in [18]. The authors
are currently investigating these subjects.
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